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Cloud Essentials Path

The Cloud Essentials Path is intended for individuals who 
want to gain an overall understanding of the AWS Cloud. 

This path is suitable for everyone across all areas of the 
business and across all skill levels. 

Participants will gain the knowledge and skills needed to 
demonstrate an appreciation of the value of the AWS Cloud 
and a broad range of technical concepts.

Objective

Beginner

Level
3.5 days

Duration

£ 1,125

Cloud Intro Training 
The course starts out by enumerating the business benefits 
of cloud computing,  It also includes an analysis of the 
different types of services that are available as well as a 
series of demos highlighting the three main cloud computing 
providers: Amazon, Microsoft, and Google. 

In this course, you will learn the benefits of cloud computing 
and how a cloud strategy can help you meet your business 
objectives. This course explores the advantages of cloud 
computing for your business and the fundamentals of AWS, 
including financial benefits. This course also introduces 
compliance and security concepts to help you consider the 
AWS platform within your cloud computing strategy.

AWS Business Essentials

In this course, you’ll gain an overall understanding of AWS 
Cloud, independent of specific technical roles. It provides a 
detailed overview of cloud concepts, AWS services, security, 
architecture, pricing, and support. This course also helps you 
prepare for the AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner exam. 

Cloud Practitioner Essentials

Exam Voucher: AWS Certified 
Cloud Practitioner

Define what the AWS Cloud is and the basic global 
infrastructure.

Describe basic AWS Cloud architectural principles.

Describe the AWS Cloud value proposition.

Describe key services on the AWS platform and their 
common use cases (for example, compute and analytics).

Describe basic security and compliance aspects of the AWS 
platform and the shared security model.

Abilities Validated by the Certification

Define the billing, account management, and pricing models.

Identify sources of documentation or technical assistance 
(for example, whitepapers or support tickets).

Describe basic/core characteristics of deploying and 
operating in the AWS Cloud.


